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ASEC PROJECT 2.0 START
In 2021, the ASEC project will evolve. 

Since the inception of the project, we have been working to reduce disparities in 
Southeast Asia from both medical and financial perspectives. 

The number of members of MEDICAL LEADERS THAILAND (MLT), a medical media 
platform launched to enhance the information gap among medical professionals, 
continues increasing and highly evaluated by medical professionals in Thailand. 

In 2021, the ASEC project will solidify the foundation it has built and develop new 
business.



ASEC PROJECT 2.0 NEW TEAM

With the launch of ASEC PROJECT 2.0, we are renewing the ASEC PROJECT team. 

In addition, the establishment of a new corporation in Thailand, which is the current 
base of operations. And AFS is operating the financial section of ASEC PROJECT 
will be established in Singapore, one of the world's leading financial sectors, and the 
organization will be reorganized.

THAILAND

SINGAPORE

ASEC FRONTIER(THAILAND) CO., LTD. 

ASEC FRONTIER RECRUITMENT CO., LTD. 

ASEC FRONTIER SINGAPORE PTE LTD. 

MEDICAL AND MEDIA

HUMAN RESOURCES

FINANCIAL
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ASEC FRONTIER (THAILAND)CO.LTD.
ASEC FRONTIER (THAILAND) CO.LTD. operates Medical 
Leaders Thailand (MLT), a healthcare media business that 
provides global medical information continuing education to 
HCPs and supports. 

MLT has achieved remarkable growth since its inception, and 
the number of members continue increasing due to its high 
quality content.

Company Name 
ASEC FRONTIER (THAILAND) CO., LTD. 

Registration Address 
No.1 Empire Tower 15th Floor. #1509 South-Sathorn Road, 
Yannawa, Sathorn, Bangkok, Thailand 10120 

Official Website 
https://www.asec-frontier.com/
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ASEC FRONTIER SINGAPORE PTE.LTD is responsible for the 
blockchain and cryptocurrency within the project.  
We have already implemented new technology techniques in 
the operational business of the ASEC project and are 
promoting a practical plan for blockchain and cryptocurrency. 

We will add social use value to the ASEC coin and support the 
entire project with extensive marketing activities.

Company Name 
ASEC FRONTIER SINGAPORE PTE.LTD. 

Registration Address 
#23-1 20 COLLYER QUAY SINGAPORE 049319 

Official Website 
https://www.asec-frontier-singapore.com/

ASEC FRONTIER SINGAPORE PTE.LTD.
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ASEC FRONTIER RECRUITMENT CO.,LTD. will operate a human 
resource matching service start from medical industry that will 
be launched under ASEC PROJECT 2.0. 

ASEC FRONTIER RECRUITMENT is currently preparing to be 
established, and will make an announcement on its official 
website as soon as the establishment is completed.  
Please look forward to it.  
(The company name is subject to change.)

Company Name 
ASEC FRONTIER RECRUITMENT CO., LTD. (Tentative name) 

Registration Address 
※In preparation 

Official Website 
※In preparation.

ASEC FRONTIER RECRUITMENT CO.,LTD.
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About Medical Leaders Thailand

Medical Leaders Thailand

MLT is a medical media platform developed for doctors, 
pharmacists, and other healthcare professionals in Thailand. 

It provides global medical information, up-to-date news, and 
unique medical content to support healthcare professionals 
in Thailand. 

MLT members have quick and easy access to the latest 
information through formats such as articles, videos, and 
live streams. 

In addition, MLT members can earn official continuing 
education credits for Thai healthcare professionals, such as 
CPE*/CME**/CMTE***, which can be earned in a one-stop 
within the platform.

Official Website 
https://www.medical-leaders-thailand.com/

CPE*: Continuing Pharmaceutical Education  
CME**: Continuing Medical Education 
CMTE***: Continuing Medical Technology Education
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News Medical Leaders Thailand

Medical Leaders Thailand

MLT correct the articles from "Medical Tribune", one of the 
most trusted medical information media in Japan, and 
translate the articles into Thai language and provides daily. 

In addition, MLT provides a wide range of original content as 
well as the latest information published in credibility and 
reliability medical media* in the United States, Europe and 
China.

*Key information sources 
- JAMA Internal Medicine 
- New England Journal of Medicine 
- British Medical Journal 
- Annals of Internal Medicine 
- The Lancet
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Original Medical Leaders Thailand

Medical Leaders Thailand

In addition to reprinting articles from leading medical 
information sources around the world, MLT also produces 
and publishes original articles as needed. 

「Doctor's Eye」 
Through interviews with those who have been engaged in 
the medical field for a long time, we will discuss "What is 
the essence of medicine? and "What are the qualities 
required of medical professionals? This is a series of 
interviews with people who have been engaged in the 
medical field for a long time. 

「Good Doctors」 
Presentation of original clinical sharing written by 
influential doctors and academic researchers in each 
medical specialty. 

「World Medical Insights」 
Video interviews of the latest medical information from 
around the world by famous Japanese medical journalists.
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MLT is proud to be contributing the improvement of HCPs in Thailand by 
holding regular monthly original webinars where influential people give lectures 
on the latest information in various medical fields and a creditable.  

☆「CME/CPE/CMTE seminar」 
CME = Continuing Medical Education 
CPE = Continuing Pharmaceutical Education 
CMTE = Continuing Medical Technology Education 

In Thailand, doctors, pharmacists, and other medical professionals who require 
national certification are required to take lifelong learning courses, and failure 
to do so will result in the invalidation of their licenses. 

MLT is officially recognized as an official educational platform by various 
official institutions, and registered users can watch webinars that we organize 
and run within platform. if they are not get the credit for license, the license 
will be invalid. 

― example of execution ― 
1. Integrative Medicine in OB/GYN（13th May） 
2. Medications used for Allergic Rhinitis（25th May） 
3. Medications used for Children（28th June）

Webinar CME / CPE / CMTE
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Webinar MLT SCOOP
Medical Leaders Thailand

☆「MLT Scoop」 
Unlike the aforementioned joint programs with continuing 
education institutions, this is an original webinar that MLT 
plans and organizes, by our own to provide the latest 
medical information. 

Timely and current topics are also available on Facebook and 
YouTube, which are supported by a wider range of medical 
professionals and enhance MLT brand awareness. 

― example of execution― 
1. Level up communication skill in tele-health counseling（1st April） 
2. Covid-19 in children and starting of new semester（18th June） 
3. Mental Health in HCPs （23rd July） 



ACHIEVEMENTS OF MLT
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As of  1st July 2021

Doctor 
326 Nurse 

223

Pharmacist 
1,899

 Medical  
Technologist  

49

Dentist 
96

Nutritionist 
9

Professor/Lecturer 
43

Student 
108

Others 
596

Total Users 

3,349
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THE FUTURE OF MLT
Since the release of MLT, the number of users has been 
steadily increasing, and as of July 1, 2021, the number of 
users is just over 3,000 and 90% of its are HCPs. 

We will continue to increase the number of users through 
various measures to increase the value of the media and 
acquire clients to place advertisements in order to generate 
revenue.



03 HUMAN RESOURCE 
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About HUMAN RESOURCE MATCHING

HUMAN RESOURCE MATCHING

As a new business of the ASEC project, we will provide a 
human resource matching service to connect healthcare 
professionals in Southeast Asia. 

Considering the current situation in Southeast Asia, we believe 
there is a great demand for this service. 

Medical professionals include not only doctors and nurses, but 
also medical technicians, pharmacists, medical interpreters, 
medical drivers, clerks, and other healthcare professionals.



DETAIL OF SERVICE
1

2

3

4

SPECIALIZING IN SOUTHEAST ASIAN HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS

A BUSINESS MODEL THAT CAN COLLECT FEES FROM ALL THREE PARTIES

CAN APPROACH AND BE APPROACHED DIRECTLY

CONTINUOUSLY REACH OUT TO THE PEOPLE YOU WANT TO HIRE

5 KEEP THE HIGH QUALITY OF JOB SEEKERS.

19



Specializing in Southeast Asian healthcare professionals

HUMAN RESOURCE MATCHING

Currently, MLT has about 3,000 users, and more than 90% of them 
are medical professionals and we will continue to provide 
information services specialized for healthcare professionals, it is a 
perfect match with healthcare personnel matching services. 

In addition, Thailand will become to be a birthplace of medical 
tourism (going to other countries for medical treatment) among 
Southeast Asian countries, and the Thai government is actively 
attracting users as a national policy. 

In fact, the number of healthcare workers in Thailand is on the rise, 
up about 30% between 2012 and 2019.

1

Providing services that match with the current  
situation in Southeast Asia

20
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NUMBER OF MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS IN THAILAND
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HUMAN RESOURCE MATCHING

source：Fitch Solutions「Worldwide Medical Devices Market Factbook 2019」
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1) CHARACTERISTICS OF EMPLOYMENT PATTERNS IN THAILAND

HUMAN RESOURCE MATCHING

In Thailand, job-based employment is the mainstream, and the 
idea is to hire the necessary personnel for each job or project. 

The job-based system has been introduced mainly by European 
and American companies, and allows them to hire more 
specialized personnel because the job description, work 
location, working hours, and benefits are clearly set in the 
employment contract.

Job-based employment is the 
norm in Thailand.
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Thailand's unemployment rate is about 1%, one of the lowest in the 
world, and job-hopping is so frequent that the country is known as a 
"job-hopping society. 

The main reasons for the low unemployment rate are the declining 
birthrate and aging population, as well as the shortage of human 
resources due to return employment from city centers to the 
countryside. 

Furthermore, there are not many advantages to forcing themselves to 
stay with one company, so people change jobs frequently. 

These facts show that the demand for human resource matching 
services is very high.

Less concern about 
unemployment and most people 
change jobs.

2) CHARACTERISTICS OF EMPLOYMENT PATTERNS IN THAILAND



Collecting fees from three parties 
Business Model

HUMAN RESOURCE MATCHING

Our business model is to create a database of job seekers generate 
revenue from all three parties: job seekers, recruiting companies, and 
recruitment agencies. 

In the current business model of the job market, there is no fee for job 
seekers, and the mainstream method is for the company to pay a 
success fee to the recruitment agency when the hiring is successful. 

However, our service collects fees from job seekers as well, so we can 
expect to attract users with a high awareness of changing jobs. 

We think that if we can get users who are highly conscious of changing 
jobs to register, we will inevitably be able to increase demand from 
recruitment agencies and job seekers.

2
Job seekers, employers, and 
recruitment agencies The fee is 
collected from the three parties.

24
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Employment agency

＄

＄

Recruitment

DB usage fee ＄

Referral Reward ＄

A
pplication

scout

Platform
Database of human resources（DB）

Job seeker

Registration

M
em
bership 

Recruitm
ent

DB provides

Monthly allowance 
utilization material ＄

DB provides

HUMAN RESOURCE MATCHING

Referral Reward

DB usage fee

scout

A
pplication

Recruiting company



can approach and be approached directly

HUMAN RESOURCE MATCHING

Conventional recruitment agencies do not have a database of job seekers, so job seekers apply to the agency and the agency 
introduces the candidate to the hiring company. However, our business model has a database that allows both recruiters and staffing 
agencies to make direct offers to candidates. 

This means that there is no need to wait for referrals from recruitment agencies and no need to deal with candidates who do not meet 
the requirements.

3
【Benefits for employers】 
  You do not have to deal with job seekers who do not meet the requirements.

26

Since the job seeker who has already checked the candidate's background will approach you directly, the probability of a successful 
career change is high. 

The data also shows that not all job seekers are looking to change jobs immediately, and that 30% of job seekers are looking for a new 
job for reasons such as "to gather information" or "to find out my market value. 
Therefore, it can be said that a business model using a human resources database can also enclose personnel who are not looking to 
change jobs immediately.

【Benefits for job seekers】 
  High probability of success in changing jobs.



Continuously reach out 
to the people you want to hire

HUMAN RESOURCE MATCHING

This service allows you to create a list of job seekers. You can assign A, B, and C ratings to job seekers, and you 
can send out e-mail to each rating. 

This feature allows you to manage the candidates you are considering and the ones you really want, so you can 
continue to approach them.

4

27

Even if you have been approached by a job seeker but are not looking to change jobs right away, you can 
continue to communicate with the job seeker. 

As we mention that 30% of job seekers are not looking to change the career immediately can benefit from these 
features.

【Benefits for employers】 
  You can manage and keep all the people you want to hire.

【Benefits for job seekers】 
  You can take your time to consider it.



Keep the high quality of job seekers.

HUMAN RESOURCE MATCHING

Since this service will have a system that job seekers also pay a 
fee, it will be easier to attract members who are highly motivated 
to change jobs and build their careers. 

In addition, only those who have passed the screening process will 
be able to register as a member, so the quality of job seekers will 
inevitably remain high.

5

The quality of the membership 
will be enhanced by charging fee 
from the job seekers as well.

28



04 TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
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- HUMAN RESOURCE MATCHING -

※The specifications in this document are subject to change without notice.
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DATABASE AND TOKEN ECONOMY 
OF MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS / MEDICAL INSTITUTIONS
For the human resource matching service, we will build the largest database with healthcare professionals and medical 
information in Southeast Asia, and aim to create a human resource distribution platform where tokens can be used for 
transactions within the service.

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

We will build a database with the above information for Southeast Asia. 
First, we will ask users to enter their details when you register for the service, and then we will build the database. 

We will also build a token economics environment where blockchain-based tokens can be built for employment 
offers on the site and used as points on platform.

Database of healthcare professionals

・doctors 
・nurses 
・medical technicians 
・pharmacists 
・medical interpreters 
・medical driver 
・medical clerk …etc

Database of medical institutions

・public hospitals 
・private hospitals 
・clinics 
・personal hospital 
・medical universities 
・pharmacy …etc

×
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PHASE1-0  SYSTEM SUMMERY
Each of the human resource matching services can use for free or for a fee. 
Tokens will be issued based on their usage fees for paid members. 
When the tokens are used, it can be purchased individually as a fee.  

The tokens will function as points on platform, so to speak, within the talent matching service. 
It is impossible to buy or sell tokens between users.

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

Recruiting company

Platform

Job seeker

Paid membership registration 
(token acquisition)Scout Email (using token)

Reply email 
(using token)

Browsing job seeker information 
(free registration)

View resume list 
(free registration)

Database of human resources（DB）

Paid membership registration 
(token acquisition)
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PHASE1-1  THE TOKEN USING IN THE SERVICE
・Paid members get tokens based on their monthly usage fees. 

・Each user can purchase additional tokens. 

・Used as tokens ≒ points in the platform. 

・No cash exchange outside the platform and no trading between users. 

・Employers scout job seekers by sending them tokens. 

・By using tokens, two offers can be made: simultaneous scouting & headhunting. 

・In the case of headhunting, an auction system is used. 

・Job seekers can receive job scouts and accumulate tokens. 

・The tokens accumulated by job seekers can be used as a congratulatory gift when they succeed in 　　 

　changing jobs, depending on the token rate. 

・The tokens are stored in a wallet that is automatically generated for each user upon registration. 

・The wallet can only be used to send tokens / apply for congratulation money. 

・When a job seeker scouts, the token being scouted will be locked in the wallet.  

・If the job seeker is in the process of scouting, it will appear as an "unapproved token” 

　in the job seeker's wallet. 

・The unapproved tokens will be reflected in the wallet as a balance after the job change is successful.

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
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PHASE1-2  TOKEN TRANSFER DURING SCOUTING

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

Recruiting company

Job seeker

Simultaneous offer：
Employers can send simultaneous scout emails to job seekers who match their requirements.  
In this case, the token is not sent to the job seeker, but to the operation headquarters.

Sending scout Email Token

Recruiting company

Job seeker

Head-hunting：
A job seeker can send a scout email directly to a specific job seeker. In this case, it is like a 
bidding process, where the recruiter decides on the number of tokens to send to the job seeker. 
Job seekers can decide whether or not to accept the scouting offer based on the number of 
tokens and the job conditions. Depend on the number of tokens they receive from employers, 
they can receive a congratulatory gift when they successfully change jobs.

Platform

Sending scout Email Token
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PHASE1-3  1) SIMULTANEOUS SCOUTING

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

START 01 02 03
Determining the conditions

In the case of simultaneous scouting, the recruiter can set the criteria of the people they want and 
execute the following process.

Job title, years of experience, 
qualifications, and preferred work 
location.

Check search results

The number of people who hit 
the condition and the list. 
At this point, only the job history 
and years of experience is 
displayed.

simultaneous scouting

Perform simultaneous scouting 
on the list of hits Perform 
simultaneous scouting.
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PHASE1-3  2) SIMULTANEOUS SCOUTING

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

04 05 06
Locking the token

In the case of simultaneous scouting, the recruiter can set the criteria of the people they want and 
execute by the following process.

Tokens sent by employers 
are locked. 
The job seeker's wallet will 
reflect it as an unapproved 
token.

Negotiations

Once a job seeker has 
received a scout, They 
can read/respond to 
emails. A token is 
required to reply.

Establishment 
/ token reflection

If the job changing is 
successful, the token sent 
by the recruiter when the 
job seeker is scouted is 
released and reflected as 
a balance in the wallet.

FINISH
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PHASE1-4  1) HEADHUNTING

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

START 01 02 03
Determining 
the conditions

Headhunting (individual scouting) allows recruiters to set the criteria of the people they want, search, 
and send any tokens to the appropriate candidates to scout them.

Job title, years of 
experience, qualifications, 
and preferred work 
location.

Check search results

The number of people who 
hit the criteria and the list 
is displayed. 
The job seeker can check 
the number of scouting 
targets.

Scout

Search for candidates 
scout for job seekers.
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04 05 06
Locking the token

Tokens sent by recruiting 
company  are locked. 
Reflected in the job seeker's 
wallet as an unapproved 
token.

Negotiations

When a job seeker receives a 
scout, they can read or respond 
the email.  
A token is required to reply.

Establishment 
and token reflection

If the job change is 
successful, the token sent by 
the recruiter when the job 
seeker is scouted is released 
and reflected as a balance in 
the wallet.

FINISH

PHASE1-4  2) HEADHUNTING
Headhunting (individual scouting) allows recruiters to set the criteria of the people they want, search, 
and send any tokens to the appropriate candidates to scout them.
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※The specifications in this document are subject to change without notice.
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ASEC TOKEN CONNECT WITH MLT&SERVICE
The ASEC token has already been listed on the stock exchange and is now a public token, 

operating by AFS responsible token management by the following. 

TOKENOMIX

・Planning to stabilize and increase the price of ASEC TOKEN on the exchange 

・Management of ASEC TOKEN 

・Update on ASEC TOKEN Smart Contracts 

・Expand service of using ASEC TOKEN 

・Planning and management of services available to ASEC TOKEN 

・ASEC TOKEN's sales and negotiation for newly listed companies 

・Technical management and update of ASEC TOKEN, and price stabilization measures
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ASEC TOKENMIX

TOKENOMIX

・20% of the revenue from HR matching service will be used for regular market purchases. 

・Purchased ASEC TOKENs are stored at a specific address, and the number of units held can be viewed by all holders. 

・There is no advance notice when purchasing, and purchases are made based on market conditions. 

・In the future, we will consider automating the purchase process while monitoring the market price situation.

▶ As a price stabilization plan, 
    ASEC TOKEN will be purchased and held on a regular basis.

・In other projects, the management has taken measures to stabilize the price by holding a certain number of tokens. 

・By holding many tokens for a long period of time, the operation can reduce the possibility of large tokens being thrown away. 

・According to Glassnode( https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics  ), many tokens are held for a long time by the top 1% of addresses. 

・In the market, tokens and projects with this structure tend to be good consideration and popular.

▶ Significance of token ownership by the operation

https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics
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ABOUT ASEC TOKEN

TOKENOMIX

Token Symbol Name ASEC

Max Total Supply 9,500,000,000

Market Cap 38,000,000$ 
（As of June 30, 2021）

Token Standard ERC20

Listed ALTERDICE*

*ALTERDICE
ALTERDICE, where the ASEC token is listed, is a centralized cryptocurrency exchange 
based in Singapore. 
98% of customer funds are stored offline. We use auto DDoS attack protection, 
create daily BackUps and enable 2FA for all users.

Official Website： https://alterdice.com/

https://alterdice.com/
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Sales target of ASEC PROJECT

REVENUE FORECAST

The ASEC PROJECT has set a sales target of more than 
15 billion yen in total over the next 10 years. 

In Southeast Asia, the population of ASEAN is on the rise 
and is expected to surpass 700 million by 2030, with an 
economic growth rate of over 5% since 2015. 

In addition, the average age of the population is around 
29 years old, which makes it a very promising region for 
the future.

43
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TARGET CUMULATIVE SALES OF 135M USD OVER THE NEXT 10 YEARS

REVENUE FORECAST

Sales targets for MLT and human resources matching services. The goal is to achieve total sales of 
135M USD over 10 years.

0
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30

2022 2023 2024 2032
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Reference 1 : Estimated number of potential customers for  
                       medical personnel matching service

The number of medical clerks, medical technicians, medical interpreters, and medical drivers, who are potential 
customers other than doctors, nurses, and pharmacists, is not included, so it is likely that there are additional potential 
customers.

Country Doctor Nurse Pharmacist Total Number of 
prospective 

Thailand 63,838 119,238 42,112 225,188 45,038

Indonesia 125,862 1,030,265 22,142 1,178,269 235,654

Cambodia 2,944 16,611 526 20,081 4,016

Singapore 14,279 42,777 3,408 60,464 12,093

Philippines 63,141 588,572 34,767 686,480 137,296

Brunei 738 2,031 49 2,818 564

Vietnam 77,539 135,432 31,719 244,690 48,938

Malaysia 71,041 107,748 18,938 197,727 39,545

Myanmar 39,826 58,485 4,203 102,514 20,503

Laos 2,591 5,141 1,4711 9,443 1,889

Total 2,727,674 545,535

45REVENUE FORECAST

※ Calculated by taking into account Thailand's annual job change rate of 20%.



The price of a paid membership is calculated based on the price of 500ml of water in each country, based on the 
membership price of $27 to $45 of major services in the industry in Japan. 

＊Calculation method 

・Number of paying members : 60% of paying members (1), 40% of paying members (2) 

   (calculated based on data from major services in the industry in Japan) 

・Success fee : 15% of theoretical annual income 

・Expected annual sales : Calculated assuming that 13% of prospective customers become monthly    

   members and 1.4% of prospective customers successfully change jobs

Calculation method per customer

(e.g.) If 13% of potential customers in Thailand become monthly members and another 1.4% of potential customers 
successfully change job. 

Paid members (1) 　5,854 people x 60% x $7.73 x 12 months = $325.74k (annual sales)

Paid members (2) 　5,854 people x 40% x $12.98 x 12 months = $364.83k (annual sales)

Success fee 　630 people × $12.55k × 15% = $1.19m (annual sales)

46REVENUE FORECAST



Reference 2 : Approximate amount per customer

Country Paid members (1) Paid members (1) Average annual 
income

Total prospective 
customers

Annual sales 
expectation

Thailand $7.73 $12.98 $12.55k 45,038 206,482,624

Indonesia $8.64 $14.51 $2.18k 235,654 563,001,436

Cambodia $6.82 $11.45 $2.18k 4,016 8,001,234

Singapore $5.45 $9.16 $34.91k 12,093 111,913,930

Philippines $5.23 $8.78 $3.18k 137,296 257,565,099

Brunei $13.64 $22.91 $86.45k 564 12,933,200

Vietnam $10.91 $19.09 $3.73k 48,938 161,231,135

Malaysia $6.14 $10.31 $12k 39,545 162,587,590

Myanmar $3.41 $5.73 $1.18k 20,503 20,853,808

Laos $7.64 $12.98 $0.82k 1,889 3,542,394

Total 1,508,112,450

47

If 13% of the prospective customers become paid members and 1.4% of the prospective customers 
successfully change jobs, the company can expect annual sales of approximately $13.64M.

REVENUE FORECAST
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